
“Working with eLogic + Microsoft we were able to 
streamline maintenance, forecast part availability, 
& make the mechanics who turn the wrenches 
on the aircraft a lot more effective, efficient, and 
safe. What we’ve done is put mobile devices in 
their hands; they’re able to see everything from 
the entire aircraft & that goes all the way up to 
the Leadership Team.

CIO
Defense Contractor for Aerospace

Intelligent Business Solutions For Manufacturers

Intelligent Enterprise Field Service

In a world of changing threats and increasingly complex demands our legacy DOD systems are being strained to provide the timely 
and complete insights needed to sustain operations and ensure readiness. We’ve mastered the ability to provide most of the needed 
capabilities without having to replace the antiquated core systems. Proven in DOD aircraft sustainment and asset management across 
multiple branches, we provide complete oversight of every mission-critical component, measured & controlled for every operational 
hour, operational cycle, and mission event – all in real time while meeting the regulatory reporting and compliance requirements. 

eLogic’s Equipment Sustainment for DOD solution extends the Microsoft Dynamics 365 Field Service platform specifically to meet the 
needs of government and defense contractors. We’ve added additional features that monitor your entire organization, from equipment 
status and maintenance logs to inspection reports and tool inventory. You’ll see the entire operation live, with automated reports, fleet 
status, readiness dashboards, and resource utilization analytics. And because it’s built on the Microsoft Platform, it is certified to meet 
the rigid requirements of Impact Level 5 cloud security.

With a modern maintenance solution, you can extend the life of your equipment, optimize your equipment scheduling, cut back on 
overtime, eliminate burdensome processes that lag insights, gain the foresight to see your operation’s readiness far into the future, and 
meet the key performance metrics that drive your optimal outcomes.

Readiness is vital for government and defense contractors.

Equipment
Sustainment



elogic.com/equipment-sustainment-dod

ABOUT eLogic
With a 22-year history of delivering transformative digital 
solutions for manufacturers, eLogic remains at the forefront 
of applied technologies that are reshaping the industry for 
the future. eLogic is distinguished as a full-service business 
solutions provider with a 100% focus on Manufacturing. 

Core vertical markets served include Industrial Manufacturing, Health & Science Technol-
ogy, Aerospace & Defense Technology, High Tech, and Process Manufacturing. By combin-
ing decades of industry expertise and leadership with the most powerful technologies, 
eLogic accelerates their customers’ advances in Sales, Marketing, & Service enablement, 
IoT, Artificial Intelligence, Mixed Reality, Integration, and Analytics.
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Request a one on one 
demonstration

elogic.com/demo-request

PROVEN RESULTS

A recent eLogic customer and leading provider of aircraft sustainment complete-
ly transformed their operations from spreadsheets taped to a wall, to a modern 
solution that streamlined flight-line operations, aircraft inspections, provided 
predictive maintenance planning and reporting, gave advanced inventory analy-
sis, and centralized depot maintenance operations all running in a secure cloud 
with mobile capabilities. They extended aircraft service life of $60M aircraft, had 
a 10% reduction in maintenance overtime, and optimized aircraft scheduling 
with tablets to track their work, parts needed, inventory, along with scheduling 
and tracking of past work – a far superior process to papers and white boards.
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